
You're a minimalist at heart. You
thrive in spaces that are free from
clutter and distractions.
Sometimes you wish you could
leave all the worldly worries
behind and live a simpler, quieter
life, more in harmony with nature.
It is these pressures of life that
actually polish you, so your task is
to learn to find a balance between
these two worlds.
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Alchemist, yogi, problem-solver, strong, self-
reliant, refined, esoteric, perfectionist, serene

The sound of a clock symbolizes
the preciseness of the Metal
element person. 

When the outer noise becomes too
chaotic, you know how to return
back to your inner rhythm and
practice. 

Do you know what I'm talking
about?

It is this self-reflection that a
Metal person finds their true
spiritual power.

 

The color for Metal element is
white, also silver, and colorless
crystal. 

It's in this open clear space a Metal
person relaxes.

Too much white can lead to
overthinking, so break it up a little,
perhaps with some earthy yellows
and browns. Earth supports Metal,
so make sure you feel nourished
in your clarity. 

Gemstones symbolize endurance,
and stability.

Other items that add Metal
element to your home: antique
furniture, polished stones, round
or oval furniture, marble, metal
sculptures and jewelry.

Real gold is not afraid of the melting pot. 

YOUR  ELEMENT: 
Metal

CLOCKS WHITE SPACE GEMSTONES

Chinese Proverb:



Hi, I'm Riikka.MoonGate Feng Shui
DESIGNING THE SPACES THAT SHAPE US.

I'm so glad our paths have crossed!

I'm here to help you transform your current living space into
your dream space. 

I want to help you make your home a sanctuary instead of a
burden –  home that brings the best out of you, every day. 

Imagine all the chaos, overwhelm and mismatched stuff
gone and your home actually bringing you peace, joy and
productivity? 

It's possible.

I look forward to getting to know you more,

Riikka

P.S. Keep an eye on your inbox ... 

Moongate Feng Shui applies time-
proven practices to sculpt your
physical environment to bring about
joy, abundance and harmony. 

Optimizing your life is not just an
inside job, it requires a deep dive
into the relationship between all the
interconnected things that make up
your home. The ancient principles
of Feng Shui guide us in aligning
your surroundings with your true
essence, thus catapulting you to a
place of happiness and health. 

Classical Feng Shui is more than a
superficial practice of putting a
crystal ball here and a happy cat
there – it’s about identifying the
underlying energetics of your space
using diverse methods that combine
ancient Taoist cosmology,
architecture, urban planning and
mathematical sciences.  

moongatefengshui.com
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